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Knockout-style “Presentation Tournament”

12:10عق12:30ك


كঌؚ॔ঽഞງஂقଧङणك

0

1) Pick a partner and introduce
yourself (30 sec. each)
This is Mr. ٳٳ.
He studies ٸٸ.
ऒभ্मٳٳऔ॒दघ؛
ٸٸभଢ଼॑औोथःथؚ
؞؞؞

ِഞງஂّ
Introducing Others

ॢكঝشউؚഞງஂقଧङणك


2) Introduce your partner to the group (30 sec. each)



َऌटढञقऌऩكધඬُডشॡ

1

䇾My Favorite Stationaries”

ؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑ
ँऩञऋनुभႃ ऌटढञؚ
ँॊःमؚ০ ऌऩધඬؚ॑
3णؚછःथऎटऔः؛
ऩॊसऎदःथऎटऔः؛

੶༨भ१ঝঋش४
Salvaging Your Memory

Write about 3 Stationaries that you liked as a child, or that you like now.
Describe them, if possible, in pictures.

पঢ়৴घॊऒध॑੶ؚ༨भরऊैਬऌ๐ऑॊ
Retrieve from your memory information relevant to the theme



ঌ॔؞ঈঞ५ॺभৎप
୳भ౫મधखथઞढथऎटऔः
You will use these notes in the next step:
5-min. Pair Brainstorming Rounds.





2
୳ॸشঐ
Workshop Theme
ؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑؑ

५আॻش५ॺشথॢ
“Speedstorming”

َਘृலহऋ௫खऎऩॊؚ
ৗखःધඬभ॔ॖॹُ॔

5ীઐ৻भঌ॔ঈঞ५ॺ
5-min. Pair Brainstorming Rounds

“Ideas For a New Stationary”





Generate ideas in pairs (inspire each other)

০भওথংشधदऌॊटऐীऊो
ভৃ৸৩दؚপऌऩभ॑ॉऽघق৯ٙ1ঘॽॵॺ20ك

≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼

Find a fresh set of partners
and form a bigger groups arranged in double circles (About 20 members per group)

ঌ॔॔؞ॖॹ॔লखق୨ਭك
Speedstorming

•8&%HUNHOH\द৫औोञ॔ॖॹ॔ডشॡभ্১
ীؚ॔ॖॹ॔टख

Developed by the University of California, Berkeley

Exchange ideas (5 min.)

•౮ऩॊ௧भযभ৴ॿॱ॑েाলखृघः
An effective approach to interdisciplinary collaboration

ীؚওঔॉ
Take notes (1 min.)

ঌ॔ઐ৻
Change partners

¼ ७ॵॺ
x 5 rounds



ृॉ্



॥ॶ॑ڭणटऐ؛

Speedstorming rules

A word of advice

⋇ ঌ॔दؚप

َউঞॖ६؞ই॓ش५ॺُ

Form a double circled in pairs

“Praise First”

⋈ ীؚঌ॔द
قঈঞ५ॺ॔؛ॖॹ॔॑ງஂखँढथؚఁऑॊك

idea

Exchange ideas (5 min.)
(Share your ideas on the theme and expand on them)

ङोॊ
Rotate

⋉ ীؚওঔॱॖ
قভਵؚ॑ဉرपઽ൶ك
Take notes (1 min.)
(Sum up the discussion)

⋊ ቂቇؚਗડऋڭणقৎੑॉपك
Thank your partner
Members facing inward move one spot clockwise

ع

ੑؚৰ

॔ॖॹ॔भଐःਚप॑ਊथथ
॥ওথॺघॊ

قੑীك

Repeat 5 times (total 30 min.)

Give feedback emphasizing the good side of the idea




2-2
॔ॖॹ॔५ॣॵॳ
“Idea Sketches”
Break

॔ॖॹ॔॑છऎ
Writing Down Ideas

10ী೬ህ قગ৫ٙ10:40 ك
10 min. (Resume at 10:40)


ँभ॔ॖॹؚ॔
એஜऊढञऩ



Headline&3Points
॔ॖॹ॔भঊॵॻছॖথ৲
Give the idea a headline

• ঽীऋ୳खञ॔ॖॹ॔

That was a good idea.

Your own idea

• যऋ୳खञ॔ॖॹ॔

॔ॖॹؚ॔॑
ख৬৲

Another person’s idea

• છऌऩऋैৗखऎ
ઓःऊ॒ट॔ॖॹ॔

Give some shape to the idea

ٳٳٳٳٳٳ
ٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮ؞
ٮٮٮٮٮٮٮ؞
ٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮ؞

A new idea that just popped up

• ऩनؚએஜःधઓढञ
॔ॖॹ॔॑છऌऽघ؛

॔ॖॹ॔
؞५ॣॵॳ

Write down whatever you think is
interesting

ٳٳٳٳٳٳ
ٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮ؞
ٮٮٮٮٮٮٮ؞
ٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮٮ؞

॔ॖॹ॔भএॖথॺ॑णऽदآ
Write down up to 3 good points.

ྼमؚถ؞ଓଌ दु2.
Details or additional notes are OK, too.

Idea sketch


3 idea sketches per person (8 min.)



॔ॖॹ॔؞५ॣॵॳ Idea Sketch
ঊॵॻছॖথ৲खञ॔ॖॹ॔॔قॖॹ॔॑दਠखञुभك

॔ॖॹ॔؞५ॣॵॳ Idea Sketch
ঊॵॻছॖথ৲खञ॔ॖॹ॔॔قॖॹ॔॑दਠखञुभك

Headline (brief description of the idea)

੶ো
Headline (brief description of the idea)

Sample

ἛἾἱὉἭἕἓỿἋ
PitchڧStapler
॔ॖॹ॔भถृଓଌହؚणऽदقृदु2.ك

॔ॖॹ॔भถृଓଌହؚणऽदقृदु2.ك

Up to 3 details or additional notes about the idea (pictures and diagrams are OK, too)

Up to 3 details or additional notes about the idea (pictures and diagrams are OK, too)

 ؞ἭἓỿἋỉ᪦ửẐἛẑỉ᪦Ệᚨ ܭίἉἼὊἌỂẐἱẑẐἏẑểẦὉὉὉὸ

؞

This Stapler has a specific pitch. “Do” for example.

(“Mi", “So" version as a product series…)

؞

 ؞ႏỂ˺ಅẴỦểڌỂẨỦẇ

؞

 ؞িẟỊẆኡỉૠỂ᪦ᆉầẵủỦẇ

If you work as a team, you can play a song.

ऒभডشॡ३ॺشमॲؚक़থটॻشखथഀླྀदऌऽघ؛
85/म KWWSLVKLLULNLHMSQRUJDUWLFOHKWPO
ᅶःम َલ੩ৡ ॔ॖॹ॔؞५ॣॵॳُदਫ਼ดखथৣऔः؛



ί῍ ᪦ỉẵủỆợụẆḛ૰ỉ৷ẬḛửႆᙸỂẨỦὸ
Or,,, Pitch is shifted by the number of paper.
قDue to a shift of the sound, you can discover the lack of page.ك



ঁॖছॖॺ১

2-3

“Highlight Method”

≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼≼
ॸشঈঝ॑ॊ॑ٱ؛હऐॊ؛
Walk around the tables. Mark ideas with a star (䖪).

ঁॖছॖॺ১

َ؞એஜःُྼम
ઁَ؞ऋॊ૭ચਙऋँॊُध

“Highlight Method”

गॊुभप؛

ଐ੧ྴল
Extracting Good Ideas

Mark ideas you feel are interesting
or have potential for growth.

ٱःऎणदु2.
There is no limit to the number of stars.

ঽীभ५ॣॵॳपु௴पৄथહऐॊ


See your own sketch with an objective eye, too.



2-4

ॺॵউ15॑ງஂ
Introduction of top 15 idea sketches
ٱ10

॔ॖॹ॔؞ঞঅগش
“Idea Reviews”

ਜ਼੧भງஂ

ऒभؚ॔ॖॹ॔॑னऔचॊঈঞ५ॺ॑ষःऽघ؛
ऒभঞঅগشभपँؚधदঈঞ५ॺपਸखञः੧॑
ৄणऐथउःथऎटऔः؛

Introducing top-ranked Ideas

After this, you will be brainstorming to expand on one of the 15 ideas.
During this review session, choose which idea (group) you want to join.





னঈঞ५ॺ

2-5

Development Brainstorming

؝ڭனঈঞ५ॺपਸखञःधऒौष
ॢقঝشউٙযங২ك
Go to the idea (group) you want to join (About 4 members per group)

னঈঞ५ॺ

؝ڮனঈঞ५ॺقীك
Development brainstorming (30 min.)

“Development Brainstorming”

• ੪भ॔ॖॹؚ॔॑னऔचञ॔ॖॹ॔
Build on the original idea

ଐ੧॑னऔचॊ

• ถীभ॔ॖॹ॔

Expanding On Good Ideas

Fill in the details

• ਠ৲षभೃহඨधजभৌੁ॔ॖॹ॔
Identify the drawbacks and how you can overcome them

• ऩनऩन؛ॢঝشউभঽଇ
Each group is free to create its own discussion




ਵख়ढञऒध॑ූदਠघॊ

3

Express the group’s ideas in 3 sheets

⋇ॢঝشউदؚਵख়ढञ॔ॖॹ॔॑
ූभஜपऽधीॊقীك

i

Summarize the group’s discussion in 3 blank sheets of
paper (8 min.)

উঞ८থॼشॺ؞ওথॺ

 پजभූ॑ઞढथؚभॢঝشউप
ହखऽघقউঞ८থٙীك

䇾Presentation Tournament”

Use the 3 sheets to make a presentation to the other
groups (2 min.)

༈पৢखथᓐभฏपउু॑ऑथऱढऊऐॊधؚખৌभฏपਬढऊऊढ
ञउু॑ખदఄयखथऎॊ
Throw a beanbag so it catches on one end of the toy’s stick
arm, and the beanbag on the other end flips back to you

Rough sketch

Headline & 3 points

How to use

1؞؞؞Rough sketch
2؞؞؞Headline & 3 points
3؞؞؞How to use




ॢঝشউ؞উঞ८থ

৸৬উঞ८থقীك

Presentation in 3 groups

Presentation to the whole (20 min.)

⋈ఢ೧भणभॢঝشউद
ૐऽॉؚઍ॑উঞ८থ

⋋ ৸৩ऋૐ়؛
পॢঝشউभ৻ऋؚ
উঞ८থ
قীॢقكঝشউয৸৩ఃك

Form a team of 3 groups and present each other’s ideas
(Time: 2 min. each)

ਡ

ڃ
⋉એஜः॔ॖॹ॔॑୷घ
قঽীञठभਰਗك
6 votes

All 60 participants gather.
The leader of each large group makes a
presentation (2 min.)
(All 4 members of the group on stage)

Point to the most interesting idea (other than your own)

ڃ
⋊੭भःॢঝشউऋऒभপॢঝش
উ ॢঝشউ भ৻पऩॊ
ਡ
3 votes

ਡ

⋌উঞ८থऋીॎॊप
ସઑૢ௦قীك

The group with the most votes is the leader of this large
group (3 groups)

Q&A after each presentation (3 min.)
༈पৢखथᓐभฏपउু॑ऑथऱढऊऐॊधؚખৌभฏप
ਬढऊऊढञउু॑ખदఄयखथऎॊ

3 votes

Throw a beanbag so it catches on one end of the
toy’s stick arm, and the beanbag on the other end
flips back to you





Feedback

References

⋍ॢঝشউॢقঝشউكमङणؚ
णभউঞ८থऊैण॑৭॒दಀ॑છऎ؛
قञटखঽীञठभരघॊপॢঝشউਰਗभಀ॑ك

䝇䝢䞊䝗䝇䝖䞊䝭䞁䜾 Speedstorming
Hey, J. G., Joyce, C. K., Jennings, K. E., Kalil, T., & Grossman, J. C. (2009). Putting
the Discipline in Interdisciplinary: Using Speedstorming to Teach and Initiate
Creative Collaboration in Nanoscience. Journal of NanoEducation, 1, 75-85.

Each small group (15 groups) casts a vote for one of the 5 presentations
(other than your own large group)

ૐੑڀਈৈ੭ऋર
Votes tallied  ڀGroup with most votes wins
ૐੑभप

䜰䜲䝕䜰䞉䝇䜿䝑䝏 Idea Sketches
ຍ⸨ᫀ䚸2003 ⪃ල⪃䛘䜛䛯䜑䛾㐨ල䚸ᣢ䛳䛶䛔䜎䛩䛛? 㜰ᛴ䝁䝭䝳䝙䜿䞊䝅䝵䞁䝈

ইॕॻشংॵॡ Feedback during tallying
قৗૠਙؚથ৷ਙؚৰਠਙؚभਡऊैك
(on 3 points: originality, utility, feasibility)

䝝䜲䝷䜲䝖ἲ Highlight Method
Brair Miller, Roger Firestien, Jonathan Vehar, (ᘪ㔝 ᠇୍ , すᾆ ᶞ , ༡ Ꮫ, ᐀ྜྷ ⚽
ᶞ (ヂ) )䚸2006 㐀ⓗၥ㢟ゎỴ䛺䛬ၥ㢟䛜ゎỴ䛷䛝䛺䛔䛾䛛? ㊰᭩ᡣ

 پલ੩ऊैभලಔऩইॕॻشংॵॡ॑୳खथःऽघऋؚ
ে্ऊै॥ওথॺऋँोयؚछऱउൢःखऽघ؛
* Prof. Ishii will provide feedback, but comments from other professors are
welcome, too.

⋎ર

Winner announced ع

উঞ८থॺ Presented a small gift
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